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Talbert Manufacturing’s Oil Field Trailer Series 
 

RENSSELAER, Ind. (Month XX, 2016) – Talbert Manufacturing’s Oil Field Trailer Series is 

ideal for the oil and gas industry with features that make for fast and efficient equipment loading 

as well as provides exceptional durability. The series consists of three trailers — a 3-axle, 35-ton 

step deck; a 4-axle, 60-ton fixed-gooseneck trailer; and a 5-axle, 65-ton, fixed-gooseneck trailer. 

 

Talbert designed the series for easy equipment loading because oil extraction requires frequent 

relocation of skid-mounted equipment such as generators, housing units, compressors, oil rigging 

and pipe sections. A winch, tail rollers and optional pop-up rollers make pulling equipment onto 

the deck easier and more efficient. Weevil pins line the sides of the trailer and guide equipment 

straight onto the trailer. And the 60- and 65-ton trailers feature two pairs of pipe pockets, 

allowing operators to insert vertical stakes for hauling pipe sections without shifting. 

 

Talbert also works with each customer to provide customized hauling solutions based off 

specific needs.	

 

About Talbert Manufacturing 

Talbert has been building world-class heavy-haul and specialized trailers to rigorous customer 

specifications since 1938. The company offers complete lines of heavy-haul trailers and 

specialized transportation equipment for the commercial, industrial, military and government 



sectors. Its trailers and equipment are used in applications as diverse as renewable energy, 

aerospace, heavy construction, in-plant material handling, manufacturing and processing systems 

and much more. More information: Talbert Manufacturing, 1628 W. State Road 114, Rensselaer, 

IN 47978; 800-348-5232; sales@talbertmfg.com; www.talbertmfg.com, Facebook or LinkedIn. 

  
### 

Cutline: 
 
Photo: TalbertManufacturing_55CC.jpg 
Cutline: Talbert Manufacturing’s 55CC features an industry-leading 18-inch deck height along 
with a high-capacity, 26-foot-long deck for easily hauling large equipment while ensuring 
maximum clearance under bridges and through tunnels.  
 
Tag words: Talbert Manufacturing, Close-Couple Series, lowest trailer deck height, Talbert 
trailers 
 
Suggested social posts:  
 
Twitter:  Talbert’s 55CC #trailer features industry-leading 18-inch deck height.{photo & link} 
 
Facebook: The industry’s lowest #trailer deck height comes on the 55CC from @Talbert 
Manufacturing Inc. The 26-foot-long trailer offers a large range of hauling options and greater 
flexibility in low-clearance areas. Learn more:{photo & link} 
 
LinkedIn: Talbert Manufacturing’s 55CC trailer features an 18-inch deck height — the lowest 
in the industry — for maximum flexibility to transport oversized equipment. See more: (insert 
link).  
 
 
 
 

   


